BC needs a focused and concerted effort to ensure that conservation and efficiency remain
paramount in our economy and market place. Join us to solidify the market’s role in supplying
energy efficiency services, technologies, and products to all British Columbians.
Why Us:

Sustainability starts where you live and work. Our members work to design and install efficient
products and lighting/HVAC systems, research and develop new technologies, deliver utility
demand-side management programs, teach students specializing in energy efficiency, operate
high-rise offices, manage large campuses, develop training programs, and build prize-winning
institutions and family residences.
As a province we have only begun to tap the energy efficiency resource. Our members are
experienced, understand the math, and are committed to embedding cost-effective efficiency in
their designs, products, and construction projects. Only the market sector has the commitment
and agility to meet the long term efficiency needs of British Columbia energy users.
What We Are Doing:

Building a sustainable role in the BC marketplace for providers of services and products that
help to conserve energy and improve energy use efficiency.
On behalf of members, BC ACE Directors are focused on policy development, supporting
emerging and innovative technologies, and informing best practices for members and all energy
service providers. BC ACE is a growing voice before legislative and regulatory bodies, helping
to establish the relationships, roles and responsibilities needed to mature one of the most
promising sectors of the BC economy, conservation and energy efficiency providers.
Joining BC ACE Means:

 Membership directory listing all members and their products and services
 Recognition for individual members’ excellent performances and outcomes.
 Opportunities to build business contacts with other conservation and efficiency product
and service companies and energy consumers through events and conferences.
 Provide a forum for members to raise and discuss issues, to access information, and to
seek support in addressing issues.
 Influencing legislative and regulatory bodies with an organized industry voice.
 BC ACE connects nationally with the Canadian Energy Efficiency Association.
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